
 

TOPIC PLANNING – FANTASTIC CREATURES 
 

UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE AND PLACES 

Narrative - the story of the topic from beginning to end (Notes and ideas) 

Science links to animals and their habitats.  Adaptation and classification.  Living things and how they change.  Study particular creatures in detail – perhaps making our own “deadly 60” type 
films or podcasts.  Independent research projects leading to a whole class or even school non fiction book which we could make some attempt to publish? Local/British nature investigations – 
minibeasts/classification etc. Trip to nature reserves (Carlton Marshes/Minsmere). Look at maps/satellite photos for different habitats? Compare Amazon with Norfolk?  Children write an 
adventure story where they discover an unknown species.  How will they classify it?  Think about it’s food chain and how it fits into the environment.  Their creature comes under threat – how 
will they protect it?  Get involved in a conservation project.  
LB – Could start with a box with a Fantastic mystery animal inside – what is it? Where does it come from? What does it look like? What should we do with it?  
Could even link to humans being fantastic – what makes us special? Biology – human body.  
How animals adapt to surroundings – leading to evolution – design own fantastic creature and explain how adapted to environment – like previous idea, make own book.film.  
 

Starting points 
How do we establish what we already know? How do we 
grab the children’s attention? 

Outcome 
eg. Topic book, newspaper, exhibition, art gallery, show, 
presentation… 

  

Prior Learning Future Learning 

KS1 Learning: X Marks the spot, Inventors, All 
creatures great and small, Night and Day 
 

KS2 Learning: Here and There,  Explorers, 
Africa 
 

Here and There, Explorers, Africa 

Key Vocabulary  
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DT 
Design / make / evaluate 

Your fantastic creature has been successfully bred in captivity and now needs to be re-

introduced into the wild.  Design and build a transportation “crate” for your creature.  It must 

have a way in and out that can be operated from outside the crate without touching the door 

itself. 

 

Technical knowledge. 

Hinges, pulleys and leavers. 

 

 

ENGLISH 
Reading: 

 The White Giraffe 

 The Variety of Life 

 When the Mountains Roared 

 Rudyard Kiplings Just So Stories 

 The Hunter 

 The Animals of Farthing Wood 

 Running Wild 

Writing: 

 Poetry: Free verse, narrative, limerick, acrostic 

 Discussion/persuasive writing- hunting/ animal farming/ animal welfare/ protecting 
habitats 

 Instructions- How to find.../ How to care for... 
 

SCIENCE 
 Y3 Animals (incl. humans) 

 Y4 Animals (incl. humans) 

 Y5 Animals (incl. humans) 

 Y6 Animals (incl. humans) 

RE/RSHE 
 Y3 – Creation Stories from a range of religions and cultures 

 Y4 – What do we mean by truth? Is seeing believing? (Multi incl. Sikhism and Christianity) 

 Y5 – How do Hindus make sense of the world? 

 Y6 – Creation or science? Complementary or Conflict? (e.g. creation v evolution) 
(Christianity and Humanism) 

MUSIC 
Explore music about animals. 

 The carnival of the animals. 

 Peter and the Wolf. 

 The flight of the bumblebee 

 The lark ascending. 

Compare the music of different composers.  

Talk about how the animals movements and characteristics can be represented in sound.  

How does this change for fierce or feared animals compared with gentle or much loved ones 

– eg a crocodile vs a panda. 

Children to create music for their own creatures. 

 

HISTORY 
 know and understand significant aspects of the history of the wider world: the nature of 

ancient civilisations; the expansion and dissolution of empires; characteristic features of 
past non-European societies; achievements and follies of mankind.  

 understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used rigorously 
to make historical claims, and discern how and why contrasting arguments and 
interpretations of the past have been constructed 

 a study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ chronological 
knowledge beyond 1066 
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GEOGRAPHY 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 

use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe 

features studied 

 

ART/DT 
Artists / artworks 

https://www.complex.com/style/2013/02/the-25-most-iconic-artworks-of-animals/ 

Also aborigini representations of animals, and animals in African art. 

Techniques 

Drawing – line and form.  Capturing movement in their art 

Themes 

How are animals represented in art?  How does this change through time and across 

cultures? 

Children use what they have learnt to create their own animal work of art in their chosen 
sytle. 

COMPUTING 
Coding project featuring own creature creation. 

PE 
Xxx 

 

 
 

Notes and Ideas: 
 
 

https://www.complex.com/style/2013/02/the-25-most-iconic-artworks-of-animals/

